
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Access Networks Unveils My Access Online Store for Integrators 

New resource enables integrators to easily purchase custom networks and other new 

solutions in a highly efficient one stop shop                

Valencia, CA, May 8th, 2018 – Access Networks (accessca.com), the premier provider of enterprise-grade 

network solutions for residential integration, has announced that their new online store, called My 

Access, is now live. This full-featured online experience for A/V integrators replaces the legacy Access 

Networks online store with significantly enhanced features and functionality.   

As part of the value proposition with My Access, integrators can purchase all of the latest systems 

including the Core² and Core³ custom systems, which are now available. Ruckus ICX switches are also 

available on My Access with a basic pre-configuration, as well as the much anticipated Access Networks 

Wireless products powered by Ruckus, which are also now shipping. Initially, only company principals 

and purchasers will be able to login to My Access, however a tiered login structure will be added.  

Access Networks Wireless  
Access Networks Wireless is a family of best-in-class wireless networking products featuring patented 
technology designed and manufactured for Access Networks by Ruckus Wireless. The lineup includes a 
wireless controller, three indoor access points and an outdoor access point all optimized for premium 
residential applications. Access Networks Wireless components come with four years of support 
provided by the award-winning engineers at Access Networks, eliminating the need to purchase support 
separately. Each wireless controller includes eight access point licenses, with additional licenses 
available one at a time as needed. Access Networks Wireless technology is available now on My Access. 
 
Core² and Core³ Custom Systems 
Core² and Core³ are the newest generation of Access Networks’ industry-first enterprise-grade network 
solutions specifically tailored for the automated residence. Access Networks design services are included 
with the purchase of all Core2 and Core3 network solutions, differentiating Access Networks from any 
other residential solutions provider. Each system, powered by Cisco, Ruckus and Access Networks 
Wireless, consists of four essential products; a router/firewall, a wireless controller, a primary switch 
and an Access Networks proprietary monitoring device called a Helix to facilitate proactive service and 
support of the entire network system. Integrators will appreciate the scalability and flexibility of Core2 

and Core3 systems as well as the streamlined design, purchase and fulfillment processes all part of the 
best-in-class products and services from Access Networks. Core² and Core³ systems are available now on 
My Access.  
 
 “It is important to us that we constantly improve the services, products and day-to-day resources that 
we make available to integrators,” stated Access Networks CSO Bryce Nordstrand. “My Access will 
continue to evolve and has been carefully thought out to support our integration partners with an 
intuitive user experience for Mac, PC or mobile devices.”  
  
Current Dealer Registration Procedure for My Access 
1. Go to https://my.accessca.com/welcome  
2. Enter your email address 
3. Click "Submit" 

http://www.accessca.com/
https://my.accessca.com/welcome


4. Within a few hours of submitting, you will receive an additional email with your login credentials 
5. IMPORTANT! Once you receive the second email with login credentials, you will have 24 hours to 

reset your password 
ARTWORK CLICK HERE 

Access Networks is the leading provider of pre-programmed, enterprise-grade networking solutions for the CE Space. Since 

2003, Access Networks’ certified team of IT and AV professionals has designed and maintained networking solutions that are 

customized to handle the complex needs of the automated residence.  Utilizing the best enterprise-grade hardware, Access 

Networks works directly with custom integrators around the globe to provide their clients with a best-in-class solution, and first 

class service and support. Learn more at accessca.com   
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